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The object of this report is the investigation of

a new type of water meter.

The meter consists of a combination of t^ree

different parts, namely, the part inserted into the

pipe line from which the static and dynamic heads are

obtained, the manometer in which the dynamic head is

measured, and the electrical apparatus used in

measuring the head produced. The meter was designed

for use in measuring the flow of water in a three inch

standard pipe.

The part of the meter which is inserted into the

pipe consists of a multi-opening averaging pitot tube,

which is constructed as shown in plate 14, with two

tubes, AA, 3.06 inches in length, 1-4 inch outside

diameter, having ten 1-16" holes drilled** shown. .

These tubes extend from a solid cylindrical part, B,

which i» 5-8 of an inch in diameter and 2 3-4 inches

long, through which are two holes bored lengthwise,

corresponding to the bore of the tubes extending from

it. The other end of this cylindrical piece is

arranged with separate stop cocks, CC, for each tube
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. and "threaded for connection to pipe union. This

part is fitted into a stuffing box.D, which is

arranged so that it can be clamped securely to the

inner part by means of a screw, E. The stuffing box

is threaded to fit in connections for 3-4 inch pipe.

This is screwed into a 3-4 inch hole in the pipe and

the tubes AA, are turned so that the holes in the

dynamic side face upstream and those in the static side

face downstream. The tubes roach to the other side

of the pipe and the stuffing box is screwed into the

pipe so that it just reaches to the inner side of the

pipe. The clamping screw is then tightened to hold it

in place.

The manometer, or part in which the dynamic head

is measured, is shown in plates 15 and 16. The

connection with the static and dynamic sides of the

Pitot tube are made at A and B respectively. The

valve C closes the connection between the two sides

and causes the mercury column to rise in the body of

the manometer. The pipe G, 1-4 inch standard,
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connects the static pressure with the chamber E, which

is filled with oil. The pipe D, 1-4 inch standard,

connects the dynamic pressure with the chamber F t

which is filled with mercury to the level 0. The oil

in E overflows into K, and comes in contact with the

surface:* of the mercury. The difference in pressure

between F and E causes the mercury to rise in K,

thus acting as a manometer. The mercury level is

adjusted so that it just touches the end of the

longest of the 41 contacts, L, when the slightest head

is obtained above the zero. These contacts are

attached to resistances. which vary a definite amount

for each wire. The resistance is in the form of coils

wound around spools which are held between the non-

conducting discs, N and P. The wires vary in length

uniformly through a range of gj, of an inch, giving a
64

different resistance for the very small difference in

head of .0062 of an inch of mercury. A rubber ring.R,

is arranged so that each wire passes through it. This

holds the wires apart and prevents short circuiting



.
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between the wires themselves and also between the wires

and the wall S. The contacts, resistances, etc., are

connected together in one piece which is suspended, as

shown in plate 15, by a screw, having fine threads,

which passes through the plug T in the top of the meter

The meter is grounded. Under these conditions no

current flows until the contacts, L, come in contact

with the mercury in the chamber F. The amperes depend

upon the resistance in the circuit, which depends upon

the number of contacts touching the mercury. The

latter depends upon the height of the mercury in

chamber F, which depends upon the difference between

combined static and dynamic head and the static head.

This difference in head bears a direct relation to

the velocity or flow of water in the pipe. The body

of the meter is made of cast iron, of shape as shown.

The cover is bolted on and is provided with a

projecting ring which fits into a corresponding groove

in the body itself. A gasket insures an air tight

joint between cover and body of meter. A plug, U, is
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provided for draining chamber E, and one also as V, to

drain the chamber K. The plug W, is used to draw out

enough mercury to adjust the level for the zero

reading.

The electrical apparatus used in measuring the

currant consists of an A. C. Voltmeter (0-60), a

wattmeter, transformer, a coil for varying the

resistance of the current, and an A. C. Ammeter (0-2).

Direct current cannot be used because of the plating

effect of the mercury upon the contacts. The diagram

of the electrical connections is shown in plate 17.

When the relation between the amperes and flow are

found, the flow in the pipe can be found by

referring to the ammeter. The wattmeter is used for

continuous readings.

The scheme of connections used in the final tests

is shown in plate 17. The meter was attached to a

three inch line containing a Venturi meter with a

mercury manometer reading in inches of mercury. The

pitot tube was placed in the side of the horizontal
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run of pipe so that the flow was measured after

passing the Venturi meter. A gate valve was provided

in the vertical pipe as shown, and a needle valve

leading to a Pelton wheel was used in regulating the

flow through the pipe. The meter was grounded through

the 3" pipe, alternating current was used from a

rotary converter at 75 volts. This was reduced to

37.5 volts at the transformer. One line from the

transformer was grounded and the ammeter, and

resistance coil was connected in the other. The

resistance coil was used in regulating the current

through the meter. This line was attached to the meter

The water waB obtained from a well in the

hydraulic laboratory, and was discharged into this

same well. The water was supplied to the line by a

multi-stage Worthington centrifugal pump, direct

connected to a 40 H. P. Kerr turbine situated in the

engine room. The suction to this pump was carried

overhead from the well and an air pocket was formed

in this line. This line was primed by a line from
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the city water mains and an air cock was provided at

its hightest point for the escape of the air.

Alternating current was obtained from a rotary con-

verter, in the Dynamo laboratory, receiving direct

current from the mains at 110 volts and delivering 75

volts alternating current. This was transformed down

to 37.5 volts at the meter.

The electrical contacts were tested in order to

find out the ammeter reading for each electrical

contact, and to determine the distance between the

ends of each two contacts. This was done by connect-

ing each contact separately, in series with the

circuit and taking the ammeter reading for each. The

short circuit ammeter reading was adjusted to .97 by

changing the resistance and the test was made with the

line voltage contact at 37.5. The ammeter reading

for each contact was tabulated and the difference in

head between the longest (No.l) contact and each

successive one was tabulated. The results of this

test are shown in table 1 and from this data the
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curveB in plates 1 and 2 were drawn, showing the

ammeter reading for each contact • and for each cor-

responding variation in dynamic head.

Numerous preliminary tests were made upon the

meter and several adjustments and changes were made

before consistent results were obtained* The meter

was at first attached to the 3" boiler feed line,

which was supplied with a Venturi meter having an

indicating and recording apparatus. The test was

made with the other apparatus arranged as shown in

plate 17. The velocity was low in this line and the

flow variable. The variation in the velocity in the

line, due to the pulaating effect of the reciprocating

boiler feed pumps, caused the ammeter reading to be

continually changing. This made it hard to ret

accurate ammeter readings. The meter was then

changed to the position on the line as shown in

plate 17. The flow in this line from a centrifugal

pump, was steady and the velocity could be regulated

as desired. The results of runs on this line showed
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that something was wrong. It was found that the rubber

ring, shown as R, in plate 15, had slipped down and

some of the contacts had touched each other, thereby

causing an error in the results obtainedt This ring

was placed as it should have been and more consistent

results were obtained, but it was found that in some

way mercury had gotten into the lower part of the

chamber E and water had gotten in between the

mercury and oil in K. The meter was cleaned and

dried and the mercury was placed in chamber F to a

height a little above the zero level. Oil was then

poured into E and K until the meter was filled to the

cover with oil. The top was bolted on, and when the

mercury level was adjusted properly, th9 readings were

consistent. The electrical contacts and coils were

at first held in a stationary position between the

cover of the meter and the upper edge of wall S. This

was changed by attaching this part to a screw as

described before and allov7ing space of about 1-8 of

an inch for the contacts to be raised or lowered by
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turning the screw at the top. This permitted the

contacts to be adjusted to suit the level of the

mercury in the meter. A mercury manometer was

connected to the meter at the points A and B after

the plugs H and J, plate 15, had been removed. This

allowed the head to be read directly, but as

trouble resulted in removing all the air from the

system, and also as the variations in head were so

very small, this arrangement wa« not used. The final

tests were made after all of these changes had been

made.

In starting the test a number of things had to be

considered. The suction to the pump was carefully

primed and the centrifugal pump started. The water

was allowed to flow for some time through the pipe

before readings were taken because of the great

quantity of air in the pipe at first. After the air

had been driven out of the line, the air was let out

of the pockets existing in the connections to the

Venturi meter and the electric meter.
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By opening the valve C, plate 15, between the

static and dynamic sides of the meter, a flow of water

due to the difference in pressure drives out the air

from these connections. After the air had been driven

from the connections, the ammeter and other electric-

al connections wese arranged as in plate 17. The

rotary converter was started and the meter was ready

for adjustment. The valve C was closed and the meter

short circuited by allowing all of the contacts to

touch the mercury and the ammeter reading was adjusted

to .97 by varying the resistance R. The voltage was

read across the transformer terminals to be 37.5.

The mercury and contacts were then adjusted to zero.

This was accomplished by closing the needle valve,

thereby stopping the flow, and adjusting the level of

of the contacts to their highest position and then

drawing out enough mercury from plug W to bring the

ammeter reading to zero. The level of the contacts

was then adjusted, by means of the screw at the top,

so that the slightest rise in the mercury caused a
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reading of the ammeter corresponding to that of the

lowest contact. The meter was then read" for use.

Runs were then made, starting with no flow and in-

creasing to the highest and back again, varying the

flow just enough to give every change of ammeter

r-ading. The corresponding head on Venturi manometer

was recorded. The voltage across the terminals of the

transformer was r« ad at intervals to note any

variation in the voltage in the supply line. The

results of these runs are shown in the tables 3, 4,

5, 6, 7.

From the data obtained in the different parts of

the tests the results were tabulated and curves drawn.

Table 1 gives the data obtained on the electrical

contacts. These results were used in making the

curves shown in plates 1 and 2. Plate 1 shows the

ammeter reading for each contact, and plate 2 shows

the corresponding difference in head for each ammeter

reading. Table 2 contains the flow Q, in cubic feet

per second, for each variation of one inch of mercury
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in the head h, as indicated by the Venturi meter.

The value of Q was calculated from the formula for

this meter, which is Q .069 yh. from this data

the flow curve for the Venturi meter was made as

shown in plate 3* Tables 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 were made

from the data obtained in the final runs upon the

meter. The ammeter and Venturi head readings were

taken in the tests and tabulated.

The pitot dynamic head in inches of mercury was

obtained from the dynamic head curve in plate 2*

From this data the flow in cubic feet per second was

found from each meter and the coefficient for each

reading obtained by dividing the flow as found by

the electric meter by that found from the Venturi

meter. The average of these runs was found. Plates

4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 Bhow the ammeter reading for each

variation in flow for each run. The flow was taken

as that indicated by the Venturi meter. Plates 9, 10,

11, 12 and 1? show the values for the coefficient for

each variation in flow obtained from the Venturi
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meter for each run. The mean value of the coefficient

is shown in each case.

In obtaining the results shown in the tables from

the original data, a few simple formulas were required.

These formulas are those found by expermiant to suit

the various uses. In obtaining the flow in cubic

feet per second as indicated b3r the pitot tube, the

theoretical formula was used. This formuls. has been

found to meet the conditions found in experiment. The

ammeter reading gives the head, by referring to plate

2, and the corresponding velocity is obtained from

the formulaV ](2gh where V is the velocity in

feet per second, g is the acceleration due to gravity

and h is the average dynamic head in feet of water.

The multi-opening averaging pitot tube was assumed

to give the average head. This tube has been described

above. The ten holes receiving the impact of the

moving water are spaced across the pipe as follows:

The area of the pipe is divided into five equal

areas and a circle is drawn in each at a position
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euch that each area is divided in half. The impact

on each of these circles gives the average for each

area and the head corresponding to the average

velocity of flow across the area of the pipe is pro-

duced by averaging these impacts. The formula for

finding the position of each of these holes is

R r Yga-1 where

R » distance from the center of the pipe to

each position of pitot opening,

a the number of the position from center of pipe

N « the total number of positions taken across

pipe

r * radius of pipe in inches.

In this case, r * 1-8 x 3.06" 1.53" and N «=10.

R « 1.53 Yt© •«"

R 1.53"]/-^ -.83-

R "1.83 "V~7§" l»07Metc.

Knowing the value of the head, h and calculating

the value o? the velocity V, in the pipe, the flow in

cubic feet per second is found by the simple multipli-
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cation of the velocity by the area of the pipe which

makes Q - % d*V » ^ o|
2
V2gh,

g «= ?2.2 d = 3.06" for standard 3" pipe.

The reslute obtained in the various parts of the

test show that the meter is very sensitive. The

curves in plates 1 and 2 show that the resistances

attached to the contacts give a curve for amperes

resembling a parabola. This curve is very smooth with

the exception of one point between the readings .87

and .89 amperes. The calibration curve for the Venturi

meter is drawn from a mathematical formula and rep-

resents a smooth parabola. The accuracy of the meter

is known to be good. Plate6 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8

showing the relation between the flow and ammeter

reading show that there is a slight variation in the

reading of the ammeter for an increasing flow and a

decreasing flow. The decreasing flow in four out of

the five cases shows a high ammeter reading for a

given velocity in pipe. This is to be expected, owing

to the capillary action of the walls from the upper
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8urfaco of the mercury. The average of these five

curves is about the same, showing a reading of ammeter

for each contact. The variations in these curves are

also affected by slight changes in the line voltage.

This was noted in table 6 which shows in curve on

plate 7. The voltage increased near the end of the

run» and the ammeter reading did not return to zero

when the flow was stopped. This was unavoidable and

it is fair to assume that the average of the results

is correct because the test was run at the ordinary

voltage carried and lower voltages no doubt existed

during a part of these runs. The curves shown in

plates 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13 show the relation between

the coefficient and the flow. These curves show an

increased coefficient for the decreasing flow. This

set of curves is very irregular when compared to the

ampere flow curves. The average coefficient for all

of the runs is 1.25. Judging from the two sets of

curves, the Venturi meter is less sensitive than the

electric meter.
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The following conclusions may be drawn with regard

to the conditions influencing the accuracy and depend-

ability of the electric meter as shown by this test:

1. The voltage must be constant in order to get

constant ammeter readings for difforent rates of flow.

2. The mercury zero level must be accurately

adjusted and its upper surface must be clean and free

from dirt.

3. All air must be driven from the connections

•

The meter is therefore expected to give better service

on lines which are constantly filled with water than

on lines that may sometimes be drained and filled with

air.

4. The meter may be depended upon to give

consistent results.
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